Molyslip AS/40 is part of the Molyslip family of specialty lubricants

- Copaslip anti-seize compound
- Engine, hydraulic and gear oil supplements
- High temp grease
- Multi-purpose grease
- Ultra-5 extreme duty grease
- Diesel fuel conditioner
- Combat penetrating oil
- Moly spray grease
- Open gear spray

Molyslip Anti-Scuff Paste (AS/40)

- Prevents scuffing and scoring of mechanical components
- Provides extreme pressure protection
- Protects against galling and corrosion
- Extends component life
- Effective brake lube

Molyslip AS/40 Keeps Your Engine Protected

Nothing is worse than spending hours building an engine, purchasing and installing components only to crank it up and have it tear itself apart.

Applying AS/40 to your components prior to assembly prevents this. AS/40 is a pre-assembly lubricating compound formulated to prevent scuffing and scoring of mechanical components on start up and to prevent galling and corrosion. The high molybdenum disulfide content (40%) ensures load carrying capacity in excess of 140,000 p.s.i. while the non-melt bentone grease base delivers effective lubrication even in high-temperature applications (such as brake components).

Recommended Applications:

Use AS/40 to:

- Pre-treat new or reconditioned plain bearings, gears, piston rings, cams, valve stems and push rod cups prior to assembly.
- Prevent seizure of nuts and bolts, valves and cocks, screw threads, press fittings and turbine studs.
- Lubricate brake components where anti-seize products are ineffective.

NOTE: Not Recommended for ball bearings